
4.2 km



LOWERS YOUR COST PER BALE 
DO YOUR OWN CALCULATION TO SEE...

   New easy-view Zebra roll pattern, making roll loading and
      identifying bale un-roll direction even easier.

   40% more running length on the roll, still with a workable roll
      weight. Marathon keeps running when others need to change.  

Price per roll 
--------------------------  = cost per bale
no. of bales per roll

Tama Marathon - combines the well known and trusted 
Tama Zebra Net benefits of Edge to Edge performance with a very 
high strength net, all within a workable roll weight.

Tama Marathon 4.2 km 
The next generation of net

Marathon 4200 m gives you 1200m 
MORE net than standard 3000m white net, 
enough extra net to make up to this many 
MORE bales per roll.  
A significant saving in time and effort, by 
reducing time wasting roll changes. 

Bale+ combines a special mix of advanced raw material with 
a unique manufacturing technology, meaning only Tama can 
provide the unique combination of:

ROLL LENGTH - for maximum baler utilisation (4200 m) 40% longer 
than standard 3000m net rolls

NET STRENGTH - minimum strength >270kgf  for maximum 
performance in the toughest crop 

ROLL WEIGHT - the ONLY technology able to achieve both
length and strength within a workable roll weight.

ROLL CONSISTENCY - 2 rolls of Marathon can provide enough net 
to bale all day long, in every round baler and all crops.

Much more net on a roll means 
fewer rolls required for the same 
bale count, giving a significant 
saving in waste packaging from 
your season’s baling. 
In fact, a 40% saving in waste 
packaging.

A longer roll means more 
bales per roll, reducing 
down time to re-load and 
re-stock rolls, as well as 
other savings in fetching 
and carrying.
This all adds up to a 
significant saving in actual 
cost per bale, increasing 
your profitability. 

WASTE

MONEY

Uniquely, Marathon gives 
40% MORE length in every roll, 
with a workable roll weight. 

 SAVES YOU:
4.2 km

Also available in  2.800m TIME

WASTE

MONEYTIME

 SAVES YOU:



Tama’s Unique and Exclusive Combination:4.2 km

Gives you

Gives you

Edge To Edge
Technology

Longer
4.2 km

Stronger
min. 270 kg

40% More Length
WITH A 

workable roll weight

Environmentally
Friendly

Left/Right Indication Carry-Handles Red End Warning

Zebra stripes pattern, and Bale+ Technology logo are 
trade marks of Tama Plastic Industry.

Marathon is tested and approved by 
the Signum Test, from DLG,  one of the 
highest test level approvals in Europe 
for agricultural products.

Tama ZEBRA® System

Dealer

Tama CE GmbH
An den Loddenbüschen 81 A
D-48155 Münster
Deutschland

Tel: +49 (0)251 280 580
Fax: +49 (0)251 280 58 50
vertrieb@tama-ce.de
www.tama-ce.de


